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MS. BROWNLEY:  Welcome to our final session.  Although there seem to be 

fewer folks in the room, I think this is going to be one of the jewels of this year's 

program.  We had the idea, as long as we were having the innovators of Google 

and Facebook and then the development of leadership from Spencer Stuart, that we 

wanted to bring some people who were individuals and entrepreneurs who saw an 

idea and an opportunity and went absolutely after it.  

 

We also imagined ourselves here in Napa. We've been uncorked for sure, and for 

those you who have spent some time here now, the wine by itself is one thing, but 

wine paired with food is another.  So we thought we'd invite three women who 

have literally gone out and gotten the bacon and brought it home and are here to 

talk to us about innovation, entrepreneurship, and doing good work in the world.  

 

So without further ado, my co-facilitator here is Kim Wargo, and we are off and 

running.  

 

MS. WARGO:  Thank you.  I'm not going to spend our precious time doing long 

introductions of our panelists, because you're going to learn a lot about them in the 

next hour.  But I will just tell you who they are, in order.  Kirsten Tobey, who is 

the co-founder and chief impact officer of Revolution Foods, and you'll hear a lot 

more about that, and also an alum of Castilleja School.  

 

We have Pamela Keith, who is a professional chef and owner of CuisineStyle, and 

you're going to find out a lot about her in the next few minutes.  

 

Ooshma Garg is the founder and CEO of Gobble, which is the second company she 

has started. She is an alum of my former school, the Hockaday School.  

 

So I'm going to ask our panelists if they could give just a brief sort of background 

of where you have come from and what you're doing today. Just give us a five-

minute spiel on who you are.  

 

MS. TOBEY:  I'm Kirsten Tobey.  I started my career after graduating from 

college.  During college I spent quite a bit of time working in the food system.  I 

was really interested in sustainable agriculture.  Beginning when I was a student at 

Castilleja, I had the opportunity to hear Frances Moore Lappé give a talk about the 



future of our food system and got really passionate about looking at the food 

system, figuring out how we're going to feed the world in a healthy and sustainable 

way.  

 

After spending time doing nutrition education and garden education and looking at 

the agricultural system, I graduated from college and became a teacher.  I spent a 

year as a teacher and realized that I kept thinking about the bigger system that I 

was working in and couldn't quite see myself spending my entire career in the 

classroom, so I spent some time doing experiential education outside, looking at 

food systems and bringing college students into places where they could look at 

food systems from a larger perspective and a scientific perspective.  

 

That then led me to the business school, of all places, and I met my business 

partner when I was in business school doing my MBA and had this continued 

passion around nutrition and education. My business partner came from a slightly 

different background, but we came together during our time at the UC Berkeley 

business school and put together a business plan for Revolution Foods.  Our goal is 

to change the way America eats, and we're doing that through trying to make high-

quality healthy food accessible to all families.  So we're very focused in schools.  

We work with a lot of predominantly low-income public schools, charter schools, 

and we prepare and deliver fresh meals to those schools every day so that kids who 

are growing up and reliant on the federal subsidized school meal program can have 

a high-quality, healthy, fresh meal even if their school doesn't have the kitchen 

infrastructure to prepare it themselves.  

 

So that's been the bulk of our business. We started about ten years ago in Oakland, 

California, and then have grown across the country. We have raised about $130 

million in venture and other forms of capital funding to help us expand across the 

country.  So we are now serving students in about 25 cities across the US.  We're 

making about 1.5 million fresh meals a week, and in the last couple of years we 

have expanded into a retail product line because for the kids that weren't eating the 

school meals, we kept seeing kids bring Lunchables into the lunch room, and so we 

wanted to create something better in the grocery stores, as well, so we now have a 

product line called Bundles. We have a Bundle Box and a Lunch Bundle that are 

sold right next to Lunchables in Safeway stores and a few other retail banners 

across the country.  So we're expanding both of those sides of our business as we're 

trying to make an impact on the way that families eat in America.  

 

MS. KEITH:  Good morning.  I'm Pamela Keith, and I grew up in Pasadena.  I 

come from a family of cooks.  My grandmother was an immigrant from Sweden, 



and she became a professional chef after she came to the United States.  Like a lot 

of immigrants, the objective was to put their skill set to work and make a way.  

And she was a great cook, and that's what she did.  My mother is a great cook, but 

my grandmother really kind of took the kitchen. I grew up with her in the kitchen 

and it's been part of my culture and my terroir, as we put it.  

 

I have always worked in the food and beverage industry.  I've worked in the back 

of the house and in the front of the house.  So I have been in the kitchen, been in 

the front of the house.  I earned my way through college in restaurants.  I was a 

world of comparative literature major, but I have always stayed true to the food 

business.  I especially loved working in the kitchen and eventually I made my way 

to Paris, where I lived for a year and I worked in different Michelin star restaurant 

kitchens.  And of course, that changed my life and when I came back to the States, 

I told myself that the I would always be in the food and beverage industry, I would 

always want to share food with other people, and no matter what I did, I would 

stay close to the food.  

 

I eventually got a job working for Draeger Supermarkets.  Some of you might be 

familiar with it, if you live here in the Bay Area.  And it was there that I really had 

an opportunity to develop my skill set.  

 

I like to do a lot of different things. I'll tell you about CuisineStyle in just a 

moment, but at Draeger's, I ran their cooking school, so I got to teach classes, I got 

to work with the world's greatest chefs.  We brought them all in to make 

appearances and do cooking classes.  I learned how to develop a product line, 

Epicurean Classics, for Draeger's.  

 

Then after about eight years of doing that, I started to think, maybe it's time to do 

something different, and then I became a mother.  So after about a year of being at 

Draeger's with my baby, it was really time to change.  And it might sound a little 

bit crazy, but I wanted to start my own company so I would have enough freedom 

to be able to be a mother to my child.  I wanted to call my own shots.  

 

When you own a company, you are a busy bee, but that is basically, I think, what I 

have accomplished.  So I founded CuisineStyle in Menlo Park out of my three-

room cottage.  It was a little catering company, but we've grown.  We're 

multidivisional now.  We're based in Burlingame in a 5,000-square-foot kitchen.  

 

The focus of my catering division -- we do parties for ten to 1,000 -- is Silicon 

Valley.  So as Silicon Valley grew, CuisineStyle grew, as well, and I'm fortunate to 



be able to say that.  After the catering division was founded and established, I 

added my team-building events.  So we do corporate team-building events for 

Silicon Valley, hands-on cooking parties for up to 150 people.  It's crazy and wild 

and fun.  Everybody's cooking.  

 

I also have launched a product line where we have frozen foods for entertaining 

and everyday enjoyment.  I have an online cookie shop called 

CuisineStyleShop.com, and I just opened a restaurant six months ago in 

Burlingame, Taylor's Bake Café named after my daughter.  And that's basically 

what I do.  I stay very busy with my business.  Thank you.  

 

MS. GARG:  Hi, everyone.  Wow, we have some real powerhouse women here.  

It's great to speak with you.  My name is Ooshma Garg.  I grew up in Dallas, 

Texas, and as Kim mentioned, I went to the Hockaday School from seventh grade 

through twelfth grade.  I was always a tinkerer.  I was into robotics and Girl Scouts 

and the debate team and sports teams, and always doing things outside of class.  

 

I came to California to go to Stanford and study biomechanical engineering, and 

that kind of fulfilled my passion of studying systems and learning how things 

work.  

 

Outside of school I ran a group called Stanford Women in Business.  It was 400 

women who wanted to pursue careers in finance, consulting, and entertainment.  

And it was my job as president of the group to help them connect in those fields 

and meet mentors and career opportunities on Wall Street.  

 

That inspired my first company, which is called Anapata, and for three years I built 

a company that would help student organizations develop a web presence so that 

all their members could access job opportunities and mentors in the careers of their 

choice.  The company, after a few years of running it, took off in the legal 

profession, so we were matching mostly law students and law student groups with 

law firms.  It was an area that needed a lot more networking and technology in the 

field than, let's say, banking or consulting.  

 

So I was receiving some accolades and success and at the same time I'm finding 

out that my passion was not forever in the legal profession, so in 2010 I sold the 

company.  It was acquired by a company called Law Works, that has productivity 

and networking tools for law firms, and I solved another problem for myself, 

which was that in starting companies and being a busy bee, my eating habits 

actually went down the drain.  I was eating, you know, chicken nuggets in my car 



at 2:00 a.m. outside our office, and just like sadly eating all the pain of starting a 

company, and wondering -- I solved the company problem, but how do I solve this 

food problem, coming from a family that gave me home-cooked food every night 

after track practice and then turning around and eating takeout at all hours of the 

day.  

 

That's what inspired my current company, Gobble, which has the mission to help 

busy people and families access fresh home-cooked meals at home. It's been five 

years.  We've been through many iterations.  We started working with personal 

chefs and delivering personal chefs' food to people's homes.  

 

Most recently, the company has taken off with our invention of the ten-minute 

dinner kit.  We have large kitchens in the Bay Area and we chop your vegetables, 

we make sauces for you, we marinate meats for you, and you get a weekly 

refrigerated shipment to your door so that you can pull out a bag that says shrimp 

scampi or chicken marsala, and with one pan in ten minutes have dinner on the 

table.  So after a long time and lots of learning, we found that we can do the prep 

work for busy people but still let them control the ingredients -- salt, oil, butter -- 

and ultimately their family dinner.  

 

MS. WARGO:  Wow, right?  Amazing women we have here.  So you have started 

down this road a little bit with the next question, but I'm wondering if you can 

build on that concept that Janet introduced us to at the beginning and Pamela 

mentioned, that terroir, the roots and experiences that you have had and how your 

personal journey and those roots have influenced who you are as a leader within 

your own business life and maybe also the other ways that you lead.  And maybe in 

conjunction with that, thinking about the two sides of the coin of intention versus 

happenstance and how those things may have also influenced where you sit today.  

 

So just jump on in and talk about that.  

 

MS. TOBEY:  Well, I would say that when I was growing up, my mom was a 

teacher in my school, and was not just a teacher, but she was also the person who 

created and ran the community service program at Castilleja.  And that, for me, 

was really meaningful because one of her missions in life was also to take very 

privileged young women and make sure that they recognized their privilege and 

that they were giving back to their communities.  

 

That had a huge impact on me and made me grow up in a way where I was always 

aware of not just what I had but what others didn't have.  And so I think that was 



kind of what set me onto a track of wanting to have a social impact in my career 

and wanting to do something that was going to impact a broad range of people and 

address social injustice in a meaningful way.  

 

And in terms of the happenstance, I think one of my favorite stories is, as I was a 

few years out of college and trying to figure out what I wanted to do with my life, I 

decided I was going to go to law school.  I was living in Mexico at the time, 

working for the study abroad program, and so I was going through the process of 

studying for the LSAT.  I decided I wanted to do some kind of a grad school 

degree that would be a broad professional degree that I could take in a number of 

different directions.  So I didn't want to do a specific degree like a doctorate.  I 

didn't want to do a master's in some kind of liberal arts, and I really didn't know 

what I wanted to do with my life, so I figured getting a law degree would be a way 

to get me on a path at least to have a lot of options.  

 

It came time to sign up to take the LSAT -- I don't know if I could go online; I 

think I was doing this by mail and reading pamphlets -- and I realized I couldn't get 

to the United States in time to take the LSAT to be able to apply for law school 

that year.  So I had to reshift my focus.  I talked to a couple of friends in business 

school at the time, said they said, "Well, why don't you apply to business school?"  

 

And so I closed my LSAT books, ordered a GMAT book and I started cramming 

for the GMAT, because I could take the GMAT on the day that I was going to be 

going home for Christmas.  And so I landed in California, took the GMAT, applied 

to business school, and ended up that fall at the Haas School of Business, UC 

Berkeley, and if it hadn't been for that series of events, I would have gone to law 

school and had a very different career trajectory, because it was in business school 

that I met my business partner and started the business that I have been in now for 

ten years.  I think that's kind of my favorite story around happenstance.  The best 

intentions sometimes get interrupted by happenstance.  

 

MS. KEITH:  Well, I told you about my family, my mother and my grandmother.  

So really, I'm kind of hard-wired for the food business and for sharing what 

happens at the table.  We didn't have much, but we had our food together and we 

had our meals together, and it's absolutely part of my culture, my grandmother's 

cooking and what she cooked.  And you know, yes, Swedish meatballs were part of 

our table and spices like cardamom and lingonberry jam, and those are rich 

memories for me.  

 

 



So that is where I come from, but I also come from strong women.  My 

grandmother ended up being a single woman, and my mother was a single woman, 

and so I come from independent, strong people who happen to be women.  Also, 

along with this family culture, we were all independent, and I was taught to be 

independent and to fend for myself and watch out for myself, and so there was that 

independent streak along with creativity.  

 

And I think my creativity started because I was a daydreamer, and so I would 

daydream a lot and I would think about all of the things I wanted to do, and I think 

that that was good for me as I became an adult because I'm a big dreamer, I'm a 

dreamer and I'm a doer, though.  I have the ambition, too.  

 

So that might have come from where I come from and the family I come from, 

because, you know, there's also survival.  One must make a way. There's no other 

alternative, as far as I'm concerned, and that's how I was brought up.  So I'm 

fortunate to have this lifeblood of cooking running through my veins, and I love it, 

and I do work that I love still after all of these decades.  

 

For intention and happenstance, the intention:  When I started my own company, it 

was absolutely the intention that I create a life where I could make a living doing 

what I know and what I love to do, and make a way for my daughter and myself.  

So that was my intention from the very beginning, is how would I have both.  It 

worked and it's still working.  

 

For happenstance, when I decided to start my own business, I hung my shingle.  

And I focused on Silicon Valley because I believed that that would be a good 

resource for my company as Silicon Valley grew.  And that's what happened, as 

well.  There is one particular person in Silicon Valley who was my first anchor 

client, as I call it, and you would all know her name now, and this was in her early 

days, and she hired me to cater a dinner for her.  It was her Rosh Hashanah and she 

was pregnant, and she was too sick to make her own dinner.  

 

So she said, "I suppose you wouldn't be able to come and help me tomorrow night, 

would you?"  

 

And I said, "Absolutely.  I'd love to come and help you."  

 

So I did, and then our relationship grew, and I catered many parties for this person.  

And the executives who came to her parties would ask for my card, and that's how 

that grew.  So CuisineStyle grew with Silicon Valley and that's the happenstance.  I 



was in the right place at the right time.  Thank you.  

 

MS. GARG:  In the concept of environment and thinking about where we are, here 

in Napa, some of the best grapes grow in adversity.  And I think that everyone here 

has gone through a lot of adversity and is telling you these stories of happenstance 

and of luck, but you know, Kirsten turned what some might see as a bad thing, that 

she can't fulfill her dream of going to law school, into a good thing and taking the 

GMAT en route home.  So I think that for myself, I actually had to apply at 

Hockaday a number of times before getting into Hockaday.  My parents hate that I 

tell people that.  

 

MS. WARGO:  Clearly, we made a mistake.  

 

MS. GARG:  So at a very young age, my parents kind of pushed me into 

opportunities and would say, "This is a great opportunity," and of course, 

experiencing any kind of adversity, whether at the beginning of trying to get into 

certain schools or activities, or later I was on the debate team at Hockaday, and just 

getting knocked down over and over again, even with your friends watching and 

you putting your thoughts on the table and having another friendly opponent from 

one of the schools probably here, you know, intellectually beat you in front of all 

your friends, I think that kind of adversity really gave me a strength and a core 

when I was growing up that has benefited me a lot today.  

 

I would say that I think actually that happenstance is universal.  It just happens to 

everybody all the time.  We're interviewing people for our company and some 

candidates will say, "I fell into this job, and I fell there and I fell there and now I'm 

here."  

 

And I actually think that if we're talking about leadership, intention and constant, 

deliberate intention and passion and vision and value is what makes a great leader.  

And that's what helps you turn happenstance into opportunity and into luck. So 

everyone here has a very great terroir and has a great upbringing and some kind of 

social mission or passion or family values or whatever it is, and carries that with 

them through life, so that that intention flourishes into leadership rather than just 

into pure happenstance.  

 

MS. BROWNLEY:  I have a follow-up question for the three of you.  You have 

inadvertently given us the three sides of the triangle of a growth mind-set:  The 

ability to iterate, iterate, iterate; the ability to have intention; and also to make 

something out of happenstance.  So my question for you is this.  As leaders of your 



companies, how do you inspire a growth mind-set in those who work for you?  

How specifically do you do that?  

 

MS. GARG:  I saw one of these little pictures on Facebook, the inspirational 

Hallmark quotes, a couple of days ago, and it talked about how for great leaders, 

you don't have to push because the vision pulls you.  And so the way that I inspire 

growth and have this wonderful, passionate team, that I can come to a conference 

and know that everything is going to be okay and people are still working 

passionately toward their goals is because the entire company's not aligned around 

necessarily deadlines or urgency or what have you, but rather around a mission and 

a culture and a sense of pride in coming to work every day and helping otherwise 

busy families that are overtaken by technology and not talking to each other have a 

moment at night where everyone puts something down with a freshly made, nice 

hot-off-the-stove dinner and that kind of primal tradition of heart and home.  So 

constantly sharing that vision, sharing customers' stories, and making sure 

everybody in the company enjoys the product and is eating our product every 

week. That's how our team is inspired, so much so that we actually won't hire 

anyone who doesn't believe in the vision or the product.  Even if you're the best 

class in your field, you have to share our family values, as we call it.  

 

MS. KEITH:  Let's see.  Let me just start by saying I did everything at first, all by 

myself. So I was selling my events, I was shopping, I was cooking, I was serving, I 

was cleaning up.  Now, that could only last for so long.  So in 2009, I had this 

wonderful attorney who was advising me, and she said to me, "Pamela, you will 

never grow your company if you do not get your head out of the pot and start 

running your company from the top down."  

 

Those words hit home.  So that was the very beginning of the growth and bringing 

in a team to help me.  That was key and elemental to being able to grow a 

company.  You have to have a great team who believes in what you're doing and 

you share a common vision.  

 

For my team, we all love the food, and we love service, and we love making 

people happy, and that's instant gratification, to be honest with you, so we have 

that, as well.  I think that you have to be bold enough to take your vision and share 

it with your team.  I share everything with my team.  I share the financials with my 

team.  I have meetings with them, and I share my concerns with them, and I cheer 

them on, and I work with them.  They don't work for me.  So you might call it a bit 

of a family culture.  I think always in a company there is that element, that 

common denominator, that you're all in this together.  But the team leader really 



needs to imbue that and make sure that everyone sincerely knows that they are 

important to me and I could never do what I do without them, and that we share 

our successes together completely.  

 

MS. TOBEY:  I have maybe a little bit of a different perspective on the group 

mind-set.  We have an amazing team of leaders in our company and I think that we 

do a lot of similar things around transparency and vision-setting.  I think one of the 

things that we've learned in building our team for success to continue growing for 

the long-term is that we have some folks on our team who are very creative 

thinkers and problem-solvers, and other people who have very different skill sets 

and who are questioners in a productive way, but who will really look at the 

numbers, the metrics, and be more traditional kind of business people.  And what 

we have found is that when we surround ourselves just with the sort of creative 

growth mind-set people, we end up making mistakes because we miss things along 

the way.  And so for us it's been building a team that has a balance of very different 

skill sets who can question each other and have a really good very positive 

working relationship together.  

 

One of the things that an executive coach told our team one time was, "Everybody 

should really understand what their strengths are.  And don't worry about what 

your weaknesses are.  Build on your strengths, because you're never going to make 

up for your weaknesses.  What you can do is surround yourself with people who 

can help to balance those out.  But if you're not great at this one skill, don't spend 

your time trying to build that skill. Spend your time trying to find the person who's 

the best at that skill to work with you on it."  

 

That might be someone on your team, that might be somebody externally, that 

might be an adviser, a mentor, a board member, or what have you. But that was 

one of the most interesting insights that I have had in leadership, that as a leader, 

you have to be really comfortable in your own skin and know what you're good at 

and build on those strengths and not try to be something that you're not, but try to 

surround yourself with a team that balances out all of the different skill sets that 

you need.  

 

MS. WARGO:  So as we're thinking about developing leaders, I'm wondering, 

with the people that you pulled together to create these amazing companies, what 

qualities do you see as being essential to women, particularly?  You're all female 

entrepreneurs, and what I would presume, at least my assumption is that the food 

industry is a fairly male-dominated industry and space, especially in the kitchen, I 

think.  And I'm wondering, what do you think we need to be doing as people who 



are working with young women to develop the skills of leadership that you think 

are essential for success?  

 

MS. KEITH:  Courage.  It's the first word that comes to mind.  Have courage.  And 

be bold.  My daughter's 14 now, and she's in middle school, and she's at that age 

where I think girls tend to recalibrate who they are in the world and how they 

relate to boys, and how that persuades them in a way about how they relate to the 

world as girls and then young women.  And I encourage my daughter, at least, 

every day to be courageous and to be independent and to be herself because there 

is that draw to socially blend.  Of course we have our friends.  We do want to do 

that.  We'll always want to do that.  But it's so critical that they preserve their 

independence as girls, as Taylor Keith, and someone with her own unique gifts that 

she's still discovering.  You know, she's just starting to discover who she is in a 

new way.  

 

So courage.  Courage to be themselves, to be really authentically true to 

themselves.  And it's easy to say; it's not easy to teach.  But it starts in the home.  

And then, of course, we have our teachers who are everything, our heroes, because 

you have our children every day, and it's important that we work together on this.  

 

So for me it's simple.  Have the courage to be yourself, to be independent, learn 

how to follow your instinct and your gut.  I think that's really hard when you're a 

kid.  We learn it when we're in our 30s and 40s and 50s and 60s, but if we can 

teach our kids to go and follow their intuition and start to tap into what's really, 

really real, I think that's helpful for our kids as they develop and grow and find 

themselves as leaders in the community and in whatever they do.  You know, 

they're going to touch thousands and thousands of lives, no matter what they do.  

 

MS. GARG:  I have very similar thoughts. I think the skill to develop as a young 

woman who wants to be a leader is complementary to courage, which is instinct.  

I'll give you an example.  I went to a co-ed school from first through sixth grade, 

and in my case, I felt I didn't have a lot of space.  I was very insecure.  I felt that 

there were eyes on me and that I had to behave a certain way, or say certain things, 

or have certain friends.  And you know, after many trials and almost against my 

will, when I came to Hockaday, I encountered a space, and that was really special 

to me.  And it's a unique experience because I had both.  I'm not sure if it's true 

when you're in single-sex or coeducation all the way through.  But in my particular 

case, I flourished when I didn't have to worry about being socially accepted or who 

I was or my skin tone or whatever it was.  

 



So I think that giving young women or even young men space and kind of a 

moment in their day to listen to their core and their instinct and how they feel in 

different scenarios, whether they want to go to this party or not, or whether they 

want to explore community service, or whether they want to study math and 

science or history or whatever, without the noise of other students or pressure or 

parents or whatnot I think is really special.  And even now, to this day, I try to take 

time off once a week, four to six hours of completely no-technology time, to have 

that space and to check everything that's going on in my life and my company and 

make sure that it's all still in line with my core values and vision.  That's what I 

would say.  

 

MS. TOBEY:  And I agree with everything that you have both said.  Another 

couple things I would add is, I think encouraging girls to build on their intrinsic 

leadership skills.  And that may be different for different people.  But you know, if 

they're intrinsically good at analytics, teach them how to express analytics in a 

meaningful way.  If they're really good at interpersonal communication, teach them 

to build on that as their skill.  It's sort of building on what I said last time.  Really 

encourage them to understand their strengths and feel confidence in their strengths, 

to build leadership skills around those particular strengths, because I think 

demonstrating and showing with real-world examples and discourse and research 

are showing that there are many different forms of leadership.  I think that's really 

important for girls and women to learn and understand.  

 

The other thing I think is really important for folks who are in co-ed institutions, I 

think it’s really important that we start to change our conversation with boys 

around what their options are in careers.  I think we still are in a place where we 

put a lot of pressure on girls to have it all, to be the moms that they want to be and 

to organize the birthday parties and to cook the dinner and to make the lunches and 

to organize the play dates and think about all of those things.  And at least in dual-

sex couples, we're never going to allow girls to rise to the leadership level that they 

have the potential to without also allowing boys to understand that they have other 

options, too.  They can work part-time. They can stay home with the baby.  They 

can be stay-at-home dads for a period of time.  We have to enable that 

conversation.  In the same way that we're encouraging girls go into the work force, 

we have to enable boys to understand that they have all of the same options that 

girls have in order for girls and women to be able to have an equal opportunity to 

rise to leadership levels that men traditionally have had more access to.  

 

So I just think we can't have the girls' leadership discussion without also really 

understanding how we're putting pressure on boys and men to be the breadwinners 



and be the professionals and not have to worry about the home front as much 

because that's a girl's or a woman's job.  So there's an important conversation to be 

had on both sides of the gender equation.  

 

I think it's really interesting to see in my peer group I think some of the friends that 

I have who have done the best job at balancing those roles between career and 

personal are my single-sex couple friends because they don't have the gender bias 

that is holding them back from thinking that they can't or shouldn't or one of them 

should or shouldn't be doing certain things either in the career or in the house.  

 

So really trying to break down some of those gender role expectations and building 

both girls and boys up to understand all of the options that they have, both as an 

individual and as a partnership are really important.  

 

MS. WARGO:  I'd like to open us up for questions.  You can ask about their 

individual businesses and learn more about that, or just more of the topics we've 

been talking about.  There's a question in the back.  

 

MS. GARG:  I wanted to add one quick thing, which is that in developing all these 

skills, whether it's leadership or like Kirsten said, finding what you're good at, one 

of my favorite experiences in high school was what's called the junior research 

paper.  We had to write a research paper on a topic of our choice through a history 

class for three months.  And I wrote it on the Kyoto Protocol.  I got really into it 

and went to the libraries all over the city to study everything I could about my 

perspective on this topic.  

 

And the reason I why I bring that up is because I think in schools, sometimes, you 

don't do long-term projects and you don't get the opportunity to dive into 

something so much when assignments are due at shorter time periods.  And that 

was one project that really opened my eyes to something that I really enjoyed, 

which was research and developing a thesis and a perspective and analytics.  I'm 

not sure how that all fits in, but I just think discovering yourself takes times, takes 

iteration and thoughtfulness, and it would be nice if there were more -- or even just 

one -- longer-term project that enabled you to explore and discover aspects of 

yourself in a good amount of time.  

 

SPEAKER FROM THE FLOOR:  One of the things I really applaud is your ability 

to take risks.  And when you start companies, you take risks.  We work a great deal 

with students, boys and girls, about figuring out, helping them to take risks.  In the 

school that I serve, 75 percent of our students by our mission statement are 



required to be receiving financial aid.  And one of the challenges we find with our 

alumni is that they say it's very difficult for us to take risks because we don't have a 

safety net, in our families or anywhere else.  Once we go out, we're kind of on our 

own.  

 

I have, I guess, a two-part question. One, what would be your advice about helping 

students in high school begin to feel comfortable with risk?  And two, once they 

get out of school, if they don't have the security of family or anything else, how 

could we help our alumni be comfortable with taking those risks?  Because that's 

the only way they're going to see great success.  

 

MS. GARG:  Well, I started while I was in school, and that was a safety net for 

me.  And even when I speak to students in college, I encourage them to seize the 

fact that they are students. Because now, as a professional, I am many times more 

likely to spend time with a student in high school or lower school or college than I 

am necessarily with another professional.  There's just something about someone 

who's discovering themselves and studying that I want to help.  

 

In school I started a current events club and I remember I went to either Kim or 

Liza Lee's office and I asked if I could start this club.  And I had to get a faculty 

sponsor, and I think I got something like $500 or $1,000, and then we had to do 

fundraisers.  So I thought about this a lot and even taking these micro risks of 

talking to the speaker after an assembly that you're interested in, just saying hello, 

asking a question or learning a bit more, or starting a student organization, being 

the president of one of your sports teams or clubs, you know, build a senior project 

where I interned with a Dallas Morning News photographer for a week and 

followed him around to fires and culinary reviews and was able to see a whole 

different life.  

 

So I think encouraging, getting out of your comfort zone in little micro ways will 

develop that core and that instinct and that sense of self while in school or 

university, and with the support of teachers, and with financial assistance.  I agree, 

it's very difficult outside of school, and there were times when I wasn't able to take 

all the risks I wanted to because I didn't have the funding to be on my own taking 

those risks.  

 

MS. KAUFFMAN:  Just as a follow-up to what you were just to talking about, 

Ooshma, I was taking notes while you all were talking:  Risk-taking, daydreaming, 

seizing the moment, iteration, intention, adversity, growth mind-set.  These are not 

the things you typically associate with your high school or even college education 



in the classroom.  There were just a few examples that you mentioned.  And when 

we go back to our schools and we think about talking to our faculty about how 

important it is to develop these, I don't know about the rest of you, but the 

feedback I get is:  "Well, this is taking time away from the classroom; right?" I 

mean, I think we're all starting to hear that quite a bit.  

 

And so I would love to hear from you all, number one, if you agree that maybe we 

do need to continue to reinforce this time outside the classroom if we really want to 

develop risk-taking leaders; and also, are there examples in the classroom?  You 

just shared one, but I'd love to hear if there are others.  

 

MS. TOBEY:  I haven't spent a lot of time thinking about this, but my initial 

reaction is that there's an importance of building whatever is your own form of a 

safety net before you can be comfortable taking big risks.  And I do think there is 

risk, to use the same word.  I think there is risk in teaching kids too soon to take 

risks, and that that's the only way to be successful, because I think that there is a 

real importance, at least in our current day and age, of building a strong foundation 

in high school and even in college that can give you a platform from which to do 

many different things.  And I think we would be remiss as a society if we trained 

every single person to be an entrepreneur.  Certainly ingraining some 

entrepreneurial ways of thinking into students and creative problem-solving are 

important skills, just like learning physics and learning how to write a persuasive 

essay are important skills.  But I do think that high schools need to maintain a 

certain core of academics because one of the reasons that I have had the 

opportunity to do the things that I have been able to do is that I did well in high 

school, which allowed me to go to an Ivy League school.  And then I was able to 

go to a top-tier business school.  And if I had spent all my time in high school 

doing risk-taking things and learning just that kind of an approach, I don't think I 

would have gotten those opportunities.  And because I have that foundation, if my 

business doesn't work out, I can go out and get a different job, and I'm well-

qualified for many other jobs.  

 

What you don't want to do is train kids that there's one path and one path only.  

And I think in the most traditional of systems, the path was up into corporate 

America and then you stay in the same company for 45 years and then you retire 

and have a pension.  So I don't think that's the right path either.  

 

 

 



But I do think that there's an importance of giving kids that platform from which 

they can be more comfortable taking risks because they have a safety net.  Not 

maybe a financial safety net, but a safety net of other skills and possibilities that 

they can fall back on.  

 

MS. KEITH:  I agree completely with you. Not every person will grow up to be an 

entrepreneur or a business owner, but we all have the opportunity to be a leader in 

whatever walk of life we choose. And so I would just say that maybe we don't say 

"risk," but maybe we say "have strength," and all of those decisions that, after you 

grow up, you look back on your life and they were small in retrospect, but they're 

big to your students.  And so take it a few steps at a time.  Teach them strength.  

Teach them how to be leaders through how they make their daily decisions.  And 

call it risk or call it taking a chance or there's two ways I could go, take the way 

that's a little bit more difficult, and try it and see how that works.  

 

I do think that learning to be bold in life and learning to not be afraid to take the 

road less traveled is a good thing, because life will have its side-winding missiles, 

and you know, let's call it empowerment.  Risk, strength, have the guts to do 

something a little bit different, be courageous, like I said before.  It all leads to 

leadership with whatever we do with our lives.  

 

MS. GARG:  I agree.  Maybe it doesn't have to be risk.  I like this idea of courage 

and I like the idea of getting out of your comfort zone.  I remember if I had to write 

a proof of some math theorem on the board in front of the class, I was outside of 

my comfort zone.  But I would call that a form of leadership.  Or if I had to read an 

essay that I wrote or a poem that I wrote in front of a class, I'm out of my comfort 

zone and that's leadership, and I think that's really neat.  

 

I think that doing things that are out of your comfort zone, where you have to stand 

on your own merits, whether it's in a piece of ceramic pottery that you made and 

that's presented at the school's art show, whether it's in your debate team or in a 

class or on a sports team, where outside of the team work you're doing something, 

you're teaching a practice or you're leading the team, I think those are activities in 

school that aren't seen as risks but actually that are the precursors for someone 

strengthening themselves and understanding that they can do things on their own, 

they can lead their peers and later they can apply that to leading a company or an 

organization or what have you.  

 

SPEAKER FROM THE FLOOR:  Thank you.  Very inspiring.  My question is:  

Building off of what you were just talking about, and something that we talk about 



a lot at Lincoln School, where I'm the head, is students getting comfortable with 

discomfort, and that that can lead to confidence and it's not always the obvious 

immediate gratification of confidence.  So I think that's really important. But one 

of the things that I struggle with sometimes is how do I, as a head of school, 

mentor that kind of learning, and also making mistakes?  Given the pressures of 

our job, sometimes it's really hard to show where we make the mistakes or where 

we fail.  

 

So I was wondering, in your own roles in your companies, how do you 

demonstrate that or illustrate that or own that so the kids aren't cynically thinking, 

Oh, you're always telling us to embrace failure, blah, blah, blah, when, in fact, this 

is part of life.  So how are we doing it as the adults in their world and how are you 

doing it in your own businesses?  Who wants to start?  

 

MS. TOBEY:  Well, one of the things that we have in our business, and I'm sure 

many of your schools have this, we have a set of five core values.  We train every 

employee on what our core values are.  One of our core values is learn, teach, 

grow.  There's a story that we always tell when we're training employees.  We were 

the bright-eyed, ambitious, confident people with this business plan, and we were 

learning every step of the way.  And one of our investors came to us and said, "The 

thing about you guys, you are just relentless learners." Things would hit us in the 

face and we'd get right up and keep running.  

 

And so framing failure as learning is one way.  I do think getting out of your 

comfort zone is an important way to set context for that kind of learning.  One of 

the most powerful experiences I had when I was in high school was I spent a 

couple of summers doing a volunteer program called Amigos de las Americas.  So 

I went by myself at age 16 to a little village in Costa Rica and lived there and was 

able to be in a totally different environment, completely different from the 

environment of high achievement and everything, and just being out of that 

comfort zone gave me a much broader view on what is that goal that we're all 

striving for, and kind of keeping that goal of fundamental happiness in your heart 

and spirit, not just the goal of achievement.  I think that can help to create some 

space for it being okay to learn and fail and stumble and grow because when you're 

looking at those bigger issues, putting kids into a context where -- I was living in a 

community where people were not always sure they were going to put food on 

their family's table every night or if the rains didn't come, the crops wouldn't grow, 

and putting challenges that privileged students are faced with every day into the 

context of the greater world and universe is incredibly important for then having a 

larger, broader perspective when they do come to small failures along the way of 



not doing well on a math test or their team not winning the championship or that 

sort of thing.  

 

MS. BROWNLEY:  Time for one more question.  

 

MS. KEITH:  Could I just say, I love the relentless learners.  That's really good.  

 

SPEAKER FROM THE FLOOR:  There was a New York Times article that I read 

this morning about an initiative to defund the humanities in an effort to give a lot 

of money towards STEM fields in education and all of the ways that we have been 

talking about and for all the reasons, and I was really encouraged listening to you 

all use words like "values" and "mission" and "purpose," and being knocked down, 

and "culture" and "family" and "food" and "service," "silence," being part of your 

business model.  So I wonder if you could take a second to advocate for the 

humanities and the ways in which they've influenced your business.  

 

MS. GARG:  Absolutely.  I will ardently advocate for the humanities.  I was a 

biomechanical engineer in university and I got a chemistry award, whatever other 

science award, because my parents are very math/science-focused.  But I think the 

humanities is what fosters a sense of wonder and creativity and perspective.  I have 

a younger sister who went to Hockaday, as well, and she's studying engineering, 

but I'm encouraging her to take as many humanities classes in school as possible 

because you don't get that opportunity so much as an adult, and I fundamentally 

agree that it's a core part of education because it's short-lived and it's one of the few 

things that, later in life, I'll remember. I took a Spanish literature class in school 

and I loved magical realism and I like seeing the world with a different perspective 

and thinking there are passages that talk about how blood falling on sand looks like 

rubies falling onto the sand, and those are the things and kind of creativity and 

perspective that I think you need when you're developing a vision or when you're 

thinking you can do something that no one else thinks you can do.  

 

So literature and language and that kind of relating to people has really helped me, 

actually as a woman, as well, develop a large organization because I'm able to have 

that level of perspective and empathy and relation to others that helps me develop a 

team.  

 

MS. KEITH:  Yes.  Absolutely.  I didn't read that article.  So I think I mentioned 

earlier that I was a world of comp lit major and the reason I chose that major was 

because I loved to read and write.  It was that simple.  And I earned my way 

through college working in restaurants and so I chose a major because I loved to do 



to those things. I enjoyed my years as a college student because I was doing 

something I enjoyed, and then I went into business and have enjoyed it all these 

years because it's something that I have enjoyed.  But I will say that I would not be 

as effective at running my business if I had not had my education in reading and 

writing, comparing different works of literature, really thinking critically and 

comparatively about what I was reading, different perspectives.  It enriched my life 

and it helped me tremendously with how I communicate verbally and also in 

writing.  I could not do what I do today if I had not had that foundation.  So 

absolutely.  I'm all for the humanities.  

 

MS. TOBEY:  I was a humanities major also. I was almost a geology and 

environmental science major, and then decided during my college years not to 

spend my time taking the chemistry and physics that would have been required for 

that major, and instead to be able to take more humanities courses that were 

teaching me to think in different ways.  

 

In high school, against the advice of my college counselor, I took the minimum 

math requirement in high school so I could take two languages.  I took French and 

Spanish up to the AP level.  And that ability to have multiple languages at my 

disposal has been a huge asset in business, in life.  Also, you know, I think that 

having some kind of a hard math skill set is important.  My business school 

education taught me that.  I had to go to math camp before I went back to business 

school.  I hadn't taken calculus, but I think it's important to have a balance.  Many 

careers don't require you to know how to calculate the hypotenuse of a triangle, 

and almost any career path is going to require you to express what you think, speak 

persuasively, write persuasively, even if it's in an e-mail.  You're not always going 

to be writing long essays.  But I think that those skills that you develop in many of 

the humanities tracks are important for just about any career path.  

 

MS. WARGO:  Please join me in thanking on panelists for a fantastic discussion.  

We'll turn the podium back over to our president, Sue.  

 

MS. BOSLAND:  We are at the end of our conference.  Thank you to Travis and 

her committee. I would like to give another round of applause for them.  Please 

stand if you were on the committee. We want to remember how awesome you all 

are.  Thank you.  

 

I'd also like Sissy to stand.  Extraordinary.  

 



Remember your name badges.  Remember the 1:30 shuttle.  Uncork your ideas to 

use your words. Let your vision pull you.  Congratulations, and have a great year.   


